Reference case - The day before tomorrow

A Reliable
Mobile Network
Connection for
The Day Before
Tomorrow

A Stable Connection From the
First Minute
When the Alderman for Culture Karina Hans and Mayor
Jan Jambon of Brasschaat wanted to organize a festival
for the youth in 2013, The Day Before Tomorrow took off.
The festival offers tickets at democratic prices, increases
its number of visitors every year and attracts popular
hip-hop, house and pop artists to perform at the Castle
of Brasschaat.

A stable network for
“We are regularly approached by other companies who

all applications

want to introduce a WiFi network to us. However, we

That very first edition immediately attracted 1,500 visitors. In
recent years, that turnout has only grown. During the latest
edition, the festival welcomed no fewer than 12,000 visitors.
To master these large visitor numbers, many new technolo-

consciously choose Citymesh every time: the name is
well-known within the events world. We have confidence
in the team and are sure of a quality network. Because
they think along with us, we can save costs and keep our
entrance price low. ”

gies have been implemented in recent years.
Marc Reijntjes
During the festival, many different applications cannot do
without the internet: internet for the organization, cameras, ticket scanners, live reports, a live stream ... but also
cashless payments. The Day Before Tomorrow uses cashless
payments throughout the festival site. A powerful network
around the Castle of Brasschaat is therefore crucial for payments to be made efficiently.

The choice for a mobile
network connection
Until a few years ago, a lot of cables were used to provide
the site with connectivity. The festival put an end to this and
switched to a fully mobile set-up. Such a set-up is not only
very stable and reliable but also saves about 40% to 60%
compared to a fixed set-up.
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“Many still think that a fixed set-up is cheaper, more stable

Solutions

and safer,” explains Marc Reijntjes. “However, connectivity
has already evolved a lot and a mobile set-up gives just as
much guarantee for a successful connection during the

▶

Mobile private LTE set-up

▶

CPE with the possibility to connect wired applica-

festival.”

tions
▶

No time for a test run

WiFi network for different applications::
▷ Live stream

The festival is set up in less than a week. A day trial run is a

▷ Organization

luxury that The Day Before Tomorrow does not have. That is

▷ Access control

why the organizers of the festival are looking for cooperation

▷ Cashless Payments

partners who offer certainty. “Everything has to be up and
running from the first minute. To guarantee this, long-term

▶

relationships are built with partners and suppliers such as
Citymesh. Good communication before, during and after the
event, makes them an ideal cooperation partner. The support they offer during the festival ensures confidence and
quick anticipation in the event of any hitches.”
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Continuous technical support during the festival

